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HELLO & WELCOME TO
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY'S
THE LOOP.
T H E L O O P is named for the
1.1-mile road that circles
Taylor's [campus. Every
word and visual in these
pages is designed to give
you ail inside look at what
it's like to live inThe Loop.
ou read,you'll find we
lake life seriously. We be
lieve God places us where

we are for a purpose, and
our responsibilityis to step
up, invest in those around
us, and honor Him in and
out of the classroom. Flip
through.Read what strikes
you.And when the time is
right, go ahead and set up
a visit—come see what it's
like toreally be in The Loop.
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at www.taylor.edu.
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C O L L E C T I O N Benjamin Wehling

CHAIRS WITH TABLES
IN THE MAIN ATRIUM
FOR CASUAL DINING,
MEETING AND
INTERACTION

WHAT'S INSIDE

H0ME0F0UR0WN
CHICK-FIL-A EXPRESS.

JUMPING BEAN COFFEE SHOP,
FEATURING DRINKS NAMED
FOR TAYLOR THINGS LIKE THE
LOOP, WE COVENANT, AND IT'S
FRIDAY

C A L L I N G & CAREER,
TAYLOR S T U D E N T
ORGANIZATIONS,
O F F I C E OF
INTERCULTURAL
PROGRAMS, CAMPUS
MINISTRIES,
COUNSELING
C E N T E R , TAYLOR
WORLD OUTREACH,
C A M P U S STORE,
C A M P U S POLICE
AND STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT.

TAYLOR IS THIRD IN THE COUNTRY FOR SHORT-TERM
DURATION STUDY ABROAD EXPERIENCES.
OPEN DOORS

Of Taylor students who graduated, 90%
finished in 4 years or less.
97%

CAREER

PLACEMENT

SUCCESS

WITHIN

S

MONTHS

OF

GRADUATION.

TAYLOR.EDU/CAREERPLACEMENT

•

HOW TO MAKE A
DOCUMENTARY,
INTERNATIONALLY
January 2016, seven film and
media production students
traveled with two sociology
classes to Rwanda and Uganda.
Their mission: find a story and
make a documentary.
/

T E X T M e r e d i t h S e l l '14

1 . PACK EVERYTHING AND KNOW WHERE IT GOES.

4 . BEFORE INTERVIEWS, QUESTION YOUR

The team made extensive packing lists, naming Q U E S T I O N S .
every piece of equipment along with what luggage If the country lacks freedom of speech, don't put
container they belonged in and which team your subjects in danger just to get the story. Be
member was responsible for that piece.
aware of implications they'll face if theyanswer
the question you're dying to ask.
2. MAKE SURE THE COUNTRY YOU'RE VISITING
IS OKAY WITH YOU BRINGING IN THOUSANDS OF

5. HAVE AN IDEA OF THE STORY YOU'RE LOOKING

DOLLARS WORTH OF EQUIPMENT.

FOR, BUT BE OPEN TO CHANGE.

Different countries have different policies.Central
African countries are radically different from
members of the European Union. If Customs
confiscates your cameras,make sure you have a
local friend or two who can vouch for you.

The idea helps you come up with questions to get
your subjects started. If they bring up something
you've never heard before, follow that "rabbit
trail."

3. KNOW THE CULTURE/HISTORY/POLITICAL

Yes, you need to collect as much footage as
possible for when you comeback to the States and
put it all together. But if you have no relationship
with the people you see in the slums,you have
no right to film their lives.

6 . R E S I S T TH E U R G E T O F I L M E V E R Y T H I N G .

ATMOSPHERE—OR TRAVEL WITH EXPERTS.

Prior to the trip, the film team had a few sessions
with Dr. Mike Jessup, Professor of Sociology, but
the sociology students on the trip had more
cultural preparation. In some situations (like
#4), the sociology students helped the film team The final documentary screened on campus in May, with
navigate multiplied complexity.
a host of student-directed narrative films.

"THERE'SA
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
HEARING ABOUT
THEGENOCIDE
AND MEETING
FACE-TO-FACE
THE PEOPLE WHO
LIVED THROUGH IT.
WHEN THE TEAM
SAT DOWN WITH
SURVIVORS, THE
GENOCIDE WAS NO
LONGERADISTANT
REALITY."
READ MORE:

taylor.edu/news/hope-for-rwanda

OFF-CAMPUS OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE FILM PR0GRAM:H0LLYW000 INTERNSHIP PROGRAM (SEMESTER)
SUNDANCE F I L M FESTIVAL (JANUARY) CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CENTER IN NASHVILLE (SEMESTER)
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY TRIPS (JANUARY)

A HEART FOR OTHERS
^ T E X T Lindsay Robinson'16 frn

P H O T O G R A P H Adam Perry

A BRIGHT SMILE AND GENTLE VOICE ARE THE FIRST TRAITS THAT STAND OUT ABOUT SENIOR
PRISCA SAKEUH. IT'S EASY TO SEE WHY SHE DESCRIBES HERSELF AS A PEOPLE PERSON.
WHAT'S HARD TO SEE IS THE ROAD PRISCA TOOK TO UNCOVER HER HEART FOR OTHERS.

Since then, Prisca has made many
close friends at Taylor, both with the
girls on her floor and her intramural
teammates—she plays soccer,
basketball, and ultimate frisbee.She
At the beginning of her freshman also found a major that seamlessly
year, Prisca felt unable to establish combines her interest in physical
close friendships and afraid her health with her natural ability to
exercise science major wasn't the connect with people: public health.
right fit.
Public health professionals
Then, she joined a small group on work to build relationships and
her floor, 3rd Breuninger, and the support broken communities.
girls in the group encouraged her to They offer basic health training to
reach out to other people first and give struggling communities the
tools to move past the effects of
let them reciprocate.
"I'm kind of a shy person when I
don't know people," she said. "A
major step at Taylor was opening
up to people."

poverty. Prisca personally saw the
power of supporting communities
while helping tornado victims in
Henryville, Ind.,with her church
in June 2012.The volunteers' simple
response to make sure the victims
had food and clean water made a
significant difference.

enjoys tackling complex health
and social issues through class
discussions.

After Taylor, Prisca plans to pursue
a career as a public health nurse,
entering situations to provide health
training, like showing families
how to properly care for children
Prisca's favorite public health class and create a healthy environment.
last spring was Determinants This job requires a personal touch,
of Health, where she and her joining her interest in health with
classmates spent three hours a her passion for people.
week looking into various problems
that impact health and considering
different ways of fixing them. She

SumVVhole

FOR TAYLOR STUDENTS, UPLAND
FUNCTIONS AS A LAUNCHPAD
TO THE REST OF THE WORLD.

We travel domestically and
across the globe on academic
and missions trips,following
the apostle Paul's footsteps
through Greece and Italy,
studying literature in Lon
don, culture in Australia,
art in Spain, and serving in
countries across Europe,Asia,
Africa, and South America. In
2014, Open Doors,a division of
the Institute of International
Education, ranked Taylor third
in the nation for the percent
age of undergraduate students
who study abroad.Pitting Tay
lor against other liberal arts
institutions of similar size,
Open Doors ranked us second
for the number of students
participating in short-term
cross-cultural experiences.
Not bad.

9

LIGHTHOUSE
TRIPS (JAN)
71 students

ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS (SPRING)

IGHTHOUSETRIP
SOUTHEAST

FALL ECUADOR
SEMESTER PROGRAM

47 students

CAMILA CHANG'16
"One of the most significant moments
on the trip was saying goodbye

HANNAH BOY '17
"In Ecuador, you must greet and say
goodbye to everyone with a kiss on the

on the last island. Part of me was

cheek. At first I felt a little shy about

heartbroken we had to leave, but the

greeting everyone this way and I may

other part of me left feeling hopeful
for the communities of people we had

have blushed a few times but I grew

grown to love—hopeful that they one

to enjoy itas time went on. I think in
America we miss out on the comfort of

day would come to know whoJesus is."

physical touch."

SPRING BREAK MISSIONS

J-TERH ETHNIC &

TRIP

MINORITY ISSUES

MADRID, SPAIN

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

'I interned at Abelcine,a high-end
camera rentalhouse
I learned that
there are Christians in the industry,
and there is a real need for Christians
to be involved in the entertainment
industry and not justlook at it like it's
a place that's lost."

'The thingI enjoyed most from the
trip wasjust beingin another country
and experiencingGod there.There
was somethingabout the mountains
and thecolors and the smells and
the peoplethat made me appreciate
creation morethan I normally do."

'Our first Sunday at a church in Rwanda,
we got stuck inthe mud on theway
there and walked up to the church at
the base of avolcano. Just after we
sat, a little boy ran through the door
and straight into my arms— It's
been alife-changing experience."

"At first,it was difficult to besub
merged in a culture where I could not
communicate very well. At the same
time, it was really exciting because
there are so many new things to learn
about the world. When you are unable
to speak, you can stand back and
start to listen andlearn."
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@TAYL0RU 8 @TAYL0RTR0JANS

\0 @megan_fettner Just heard a Polar Pop
commercial. I miss #TaylorU and Indiana.
^0 @abreweroi894 Is "howfirm
a foundation" Taylor's fight song?
#taylorcommencement #tayloru
^0 @SamMooreMusic Anyone who says the
#tayloru campus isn't beautiful hasn't been
here in the spring.
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\
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#TAYLORU
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Have questions about coming to Taylor? Participate in one of our online chats
to get your questions answered face-to-face. Check out chat.taylor.edu to sign up
for reminders of chats you'd like to be involved in.
VALUE OF CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SEPTEMBER 20, 2016
GET TO KNOW TAYLOR OCTOBER 11, 2016
FINANCIAL AID NOVEMBER 8, 2016 & FEBRUARY 7, 2017
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT APRIL 4, 2017

DON'TTAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF.
TAYLOR.EDU/VISIT

24@TAYLOR VISIT EVENT

PERSONAL VISIT

Join other high school
students on a set day to
explore life at Taylor.

Schedule a campus visit
for the day that best fits
your schedule.

SEPT. 22-23, 2016
OCT. 27-28, 2016
MARCH 2-3, 2017
APRIL 6-7, 2017
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ENACTING GOOD
Taylor University Enactus students use
business to promote positive change.
EXT

AlyciaTimm '17

A specially-designed Ivanhoe's
milkshake to raise funds for a
rehabilitation program.TU Marketplace,
a web site where Taylor students (or
parents) can purchase supplies, care
packages,etc., that are delivered directly
to residence halls.Biz-for-Kids, a daylong
event introducing local fifth and sixth
graders to entrepreneurship ideas.
These are just a few of the projects
developed and put into action byTaylor
University Enactus.
A club for college students who are
passionate about making a difference
and serving the greater good, Enactus
allows students of all majors to bring
their entrepreneurial ideas together and
make them reality.

school year until the Atlanta Regionals
in March—where they earned a bid
for Nationals—and after that, as they
prepared for Nationals in St. Louis, Mo.
"We're challenging students to ask
good questions," said Dr.Jody Hirschy,
Chair of the Business Department, "to
think outside of the box, to think beyond
maybe the everyday—because that's
really where you find unique places to
serve your consumers."
Through the service-oriented nature
of the club, students combine their
knowledge of business and passion
for people to improve lives in the local
community and around the world.

In addition to the Ivanhoe's milkshake,
the Enactus team collaborating with
Enactus students gain experience Nashville-based Thistle Farms organized
pitching business ideas by presenting a coffeehouse event to raise awareness
their projectsin competitions.Through about the organization and the problem
hard work and dedication to serving the of sex trafficking in the United States.
greater good,Taylor Enactus students They also put on an event where a
grow as leaders and collaborators.
graduate of Thistle Farms' program
Skyped in to share her story.
"When I arrived toTaylor I did not have
much leadershipexperience, and, quite "A lot of times Enactus gets pitched as a
honestly, the idea of leading a group business club,but it's so much more than
of people was rather nerve-wracking that," Hagen said."It is a destination
for me," said Tyler Hagen, who is now for any student that has an idea for a
president of Taylor Enactus.
project to make money, help people,or
just better the world."
Last year, Taylor's group worked on
their projects from thebeginning of the

•

BUSINESS
MINORS

MAJORS
ONLY

AND
DE

SPECIAL OPS OF
TAYLOR'S BUSINESS
DEPARTMENT
HANDLING MILLIONS

A three-branch team of Taylor stu
dents manage a growing$2.2 million
of Taylor's endowment in invest
ment categories of Fixed Income
(bonds), Global Equity,and Domestic
Equity."Our main goals are to teach
and prepare the students for the fi
nancial world," said Scott Adams,
Professor of Business and faculty
advisor of the endowment team.
Each spring, students are selected
to present the team's investment
portfolios at a competition in New
York City.They get hands-on finan
cial experience with real money—no
Monopoly dollars here.
PREPPED FDR SUCCESS

Finance and Accounting students
prepare for the Series-7 Brokerage
Licensing and CPA exams before
graduating by taking Taylor's
specially-designed prep courses
taught by Taylor professors with
industry experience.
WANT TO STUDY ECONOMICS?

Our PPE major (Political Science,
Philosophy, and Economics) com
bines disciplines for a richer under
standing of how economics works
and influences the world.
taylor.edu/ppe

MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
>
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

EXERCISE SCIENCE
STUDENTS GO TO
PRISON WITH THEIR
PROFESSOR.
A team of exercise science students
led by Dr. Matt Renfrow,Associate
Professor of Kinesiology, traveled to
New Castle Correctional Facility this
past spring tocollect data on inmate
physical activity and fitness levels.
READ THE STORY:
TAYLOR.EDU/THURSDAYSINPRISON

TWO STUDENTPRODUCED
DOCUMENTARIES
WIN AWARDS FROM
THE REGIONAL EMMY
ORGANIZATION.
The Glassmakers and When the
Games Changes, documentaries
produced by film students
in Professor Kathy Bruner's
documentary filmmaking class,
won separate Crystal Pillar awards
in the student Long Form and Arts
& Entertainment categories. A total
of three Taylor student films were
nominated for awards.
READ MORE & WATCH THE FILMS:
TAYLOR.EDU/THREEFILMS

8

BIOLOGY STUDENT
LANDS TWO-YEAR
FELLOWSHIP WITH
THE NATIONAL
INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH.

ETHICS BOWL TEAM
QUALIFIES FOR
NATIONALS 6 YEARS
IN A ROW.
After winning the National
Championship in 2015, Taylor's
Ethics Bowl team returned to
Nationals this year with only two
returning team members.Taylor fell
in the quarterfinals—but not before
winning matches involving cases
on animal rights,self-driving cars,
brain damage from youth football,
and in vitro fertilization.
TAYLOR.EDU/ETHICSBOWLSTORY

INDIANA SOCIETY
OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS
AWARDS THE
ECHO STAFF IN
THREE DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES.
"Under the Radar", "No More
Noodles", and "The Irony of Silence",
a political column, local news story,
and sports piece were recognized
by ISPJ this spring and are now
being considered for award in SPJ's
national competition.
READ MORE:

Rachel VanTries,a 2016 graduate of T A Y L O R . E D U / E C H O A W A R D S
the biology program, is conducting
clinical lab research on rare auto- T A Y L O R L Y R I C
inflammatory diseases that typically T H E A T R E P L A C E S
start exhibiting in early infancy. T H I R D N A T I O N A L L Y .
She's working under Raphaela Gold- Taylor Lyric Theatre's production of
bach-Mansky,MD,MHS, a Principal Amahl and the Night Visitors tied
Investigator in the National Insti for third place in Division I of the
tute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal National Opera Association's 20142015 Opera Production Competition.
and Skin Diseases.

•

WELCOME
TO THE CLUB
^ T E X T Mary Beasley'18

JOIN FORCES WITH LIKE-MINDED
PEERS AND REACH OUT TO THE
REST OF THE TAYLOR COMMUNITY.
TAYLOR STUDENT GROUPS AREN'T
EXCLUSIVE CLIQUES WHERE
STUDENTS ONLY HANG OUT WITH
PEOPLE WHO HAVE THE SAME
[\

INTERESTS-THEY'RE CATALYSTS
FOR MINISTRY, AWARENESS,
CULTURAL APPRECIATION. AND
STRAIGHT-UP FUN.

TWO
TAYLOR WORLD
OUTREACH

ISO

OIP

TAYLOR STUDENT
ORGANIZATION

OFFICE OF
INTERCULTURAL
PROGRAMS

ICC (Inter-Class Council)

Community Outreach
From Community Plunge (Taylor's

ASIA/Black Student Union/Latino

Promoting unity between graduating

annual day of service) and the

Student Union

classes... with a little healthy

spring Unity Festival to student-run

Open to anyone interested in the

competition. ICC organizes Airband,

children's ministries like ReaLife

cultures and experiences of Asian,

a lip-syncing and dance competition

and U-turn, Community Outreach

Black, and Latino students, these

that's become a Taylor classic

helps students get out into Grant
County to meet and serve people

student-run groups intentionally

and gives students a chance to

gather around culture and ethnicity

bond with their wings, brother/

where they live. Service varies

to spark conversations and develop

sister floors, or class. In the spring

from building repairs through

understanding. Events vary from

semester, freshmen through seniors

Carpenter's Hands to organizing
Special Olympics events on Taylor's
campus.
World Opportunities Week

LSU's energetic Salsa Night and

race to the finish line in another

BSU's Jamfest and movie screenings

classic, ICC's campus-wide bike

to ASIA'S annual Chinese New Year

relay race: Taylathon.

celebration, complete with Asian
IFC (Integration of Faith and

food.

Culture)

Bible translation. Urban

Film showings, concerts, and art

MESA
Exposing the Taylor community to

exhibits are just some of what the

kinds of ministry representatives

its own diversity, the Multi-Ethnic

Integration of Faith and Culture

to campus for chapels, evening

Student Association enables

brings to campus. IFC facilitates

events, and a ministry fair. You'll
learn about opportunities to serve

international, third-culture, and
missionary students to share their

the intersection of Christianity and

all over the world, while considering

cultures with the rest of campus.

culture, what makes art good, and

if your role in living out the Great

Events like Bridging the Gap, where

what it means to be made in the

Commission involves full-time

students perform skits and serve

image of the Creator.

international ministry, a short-term

ethnic food in the dorms, and

missions experience, or simply the

Mosaic Night, a talent show where

daily practice of reaching out to

students sing and dance, introduce

Uniting campus around talent,

others.

Taylor to the cultures of more than

skill, and full-fledged fun, SAC

40 countries.

organizes long-standing events like

Encourage middle and high school

Gospel Choir

boats made of cardboard, plastic

students to make their faith their

Rhythm, harmony, soul. Gospel

wrap, and duct tape take on Taylor

own over a weekend jam-packed

Choir melds all three of these

Lake. Other events include MyGen

with activities including student-led

together to proclaim the Gospel in

and Nostalgia Night, where students

evangelism. International and
domestic missions. WOW brings all

penetrating conversations about

SAC (Student Activities Council)

the Cardboard Boat Regatta, where

Youth Conference

small groups, games, a featured
speaker, and concert.

churches, schools, and on Taylor s

perform hit songs from before

campus. Entirely student-run, the

the graduating class was born

choir is open to all Taylor students

(Nostalgia Night) or contemporary

by audition, regardless of previous

songs from when the graduating

musical experience.

class was born until now (MyGen).

;i
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Taylor University's residence life plays a large role in shaping students' college experience.Though the
halls vary in structure, dynamic, and culture, each is home to a community of individuals learning and
growing together within the larger campus community.
^ ILLUSTRATION

Mark Davis '14

11 m
m
mo m
mo am
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Bcrgwall Hall Berg*wall \barg-wol\

CAPACITY: 230

1. The largest co-ed residence hall housing male and female students on
separate floors 2. Possesses a communal first floor lounge where guys
and girls can hang out together 3. Each room has air conditioning and
typically houses two to three students. 4. A skywalk connects the hall to
the Hodson Dining Commons and Berg is the hall closest to the Kesler
Student Activities Center (KSAC).

1. A residence hall that femaleTaylor students call home. 2. Known for
its cozy atmosphere,English's four floors are arranged in a closed suite
configuration with three to four rooms connected to a common living
area. 3. Suites give residents an additional family room-like space to hang
out, play games,fold laundry,etc. 4. Its fourth floor is in the basement and
is nicknamed,Cellar.

ORIGIN: Named for Evan Bergwall, Sr., President of Taylor University
(1951-1959).

ORIGIN: Named for Mary Tower English,spouse of one of Taylor's most

See also: Front Yard Cookouts, Male Athletes, Co-Ed Fun

See also: Creative Pick-a-Dates, Low-Key Living, Good Conversation

Gerig Hall Ger-ig \ge(a)rig\

CAPACITY: 100

1. A four-story residence hall housing men and women on separate floors.
2. Appreciated by its residents for its small size,and tight-knit community.
3. Eachfloor contains four living areas surrounded by three or four rooms
constructed in an open suite configuration. 4. Communal first floor lounge
with kitchen,tv lounge,conference room and main lounge.5. Attached by
an atrium to Breuninger Hall.

ORIGIN: Named for Lester Gerig,a long-time University trustee and Taylor
University benefactor.
See also: TheatricalStudents, Family-like Atmosphere
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A English Hall Eng*lish \ing-(g)lish\

NICKNAME: Berg |CAPACITY: 185

distinguished graduates.

Samuel Morris Hall

Sam*u*el Mor*ris \samya(wa)l moris\
NICKNAME: Sammy| CAPACITY: 300
1. The largest men's residence hall on campus containsfour floors
called Foundation,Sammy II, Brotherhood, and Penthouse. 2. Traditions
associated with this residence hall arelongstanding.3. Each floor is
divided into threesections lined with air-conditioned roomssharing a
centrally located social lounge.4. Main first floor lounge, kitchen, and
prayer room and a large basement recreation area.

ORIGIN: Named in honor of late19th centuryAfrican Taylorstudent,
Samuel Morris.
See also: Frolf, Ultimate, Tradition, Brotherhood

0 Olson Hall
CAPACITY: 300

Ol«son \ol ssn\

1. The largest female residence hall housing women on three floors
divided into wings. 2. Rooms line each side of a central corridor
arranged in a traditional dormitory format. 3. Possesses a main lounge
on the first floor offering a fireplace, television, and kitchen area. 4. Twin
sister of Wengatz Hall.

ORIGIN: Named in honor of long-time, distinguished history professor
Grace D. Olson.
See also: Olson Beach. Colorful D6cor, Flash Mob Dancing

I"

ISMBliBl
^ Wengatz Hall Wen«gatz \wangets\

NICKNAME: pronounced incorrectly I CAPACITY: 300

1. The second largest male residence hall housing men on three
floors divided into wings. 2. Rooms line each side of a central corridor
arranged in a traditional dormitory format. 3. Possesses a first floor
social lounge and recreation area as well as study lounges on each
individual wing. 4. Twin brother of Olson Hall.

ORIGIN: Named for alumnus and pioneer missionary to Africa,John
Wengatz.

ft Breuilingcr Hall Breun-ing-er \'bran-ing-3r\
NICKNAME: BreU I CAPACITY: 150

1. The newest residence hall on campus houses male and female
students on separate floors.2. Incoming freshmen and upperclassmen
are now part of creating new traditions and developing the culture of
Breu. 3. Possesses central lounges connected to halls lined with rooms
in three separate sections.4. Shares a common lobby area and laundry
room with Gerig Hall.

See also: Wengatz Olympics. Food-related Traditions, Front Porch

ORIGIN: Named after Dr.Ruth Ann Breuninger, affectionately known as
Dr. B,who is best known for founding Lighthouse in 1971.

Wolgemuth Hall Wol«ge«muth \wolgamo60\

Swallow Robin Hall

NICKNAME: Wolgie I CAPACITY: 92

Swal • low Rob•in \swalo rabsn\
NICKNAME: Swallow I CAPACITY: 75

Campbell Hall Camp-bell \kambal\

1. One of the oldest buildings on campus. 2. Houses men and women on
separate floors.3. Contains air-conditioned rooms following a traditional
format with rooms lining each side of a central corridor. 4. Common
lounge, kitchen area, study room,and television on its lower level

ORIGIN: Named in honor of the mothers of Silas C.Swallow and his wife
(maiden name Robin)after the couple financed
building's original construction.
See also: Familial Atmosphere, Historic structure. Moon Room

a major portion of the

NICKNAME: Campbell | CAPACITY: 60

1. Our off-campus housing for both men and women. 2. Most residents
are upperclassmen.3. Air-conditioned apartments with two bedrooms,
a living room, full kitchen,and private bathroom.4. Completed in 2011
and 2008, respectively, these buildings are among the newest halls at
Taylor.

ORIGIN: Both Campbell and Wolgemuth are named for Taylor
University alumni couples, Walt '64 and Mary '65 Campbell and Sam 38
and Grace '39 Wolgemuth.
See also: Fresh Buildings on Campus.Quad-lovin', Transition to the Real World
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THE WAY OF THE
TOWEL DOESN'T
BEGIN WITH OUR
COMMITMENT. IT
BEGINS WITH HIS.
ON THE NIGHT HE
WAS BETRAYED,
JESUS TOOK NOT
ONLY THE BREAD AND
THE CUP. | E LSO
0 0 K A S E R V A NI T ' S
OWEL HE STEPPED
DOWN FROM THE
SEAT OF HONOR,
TOOK OFF HIS OUTER
CLOTHING, PUT THE
TOWEL AROUND HIS
WAIST, AND WASHED
HIS DISCIPLES'
FEET.

The men had been walking dirty
streets, through dust, animal waste,
and other filth.They lounged at the
table with their feet directed away,in
the hopesof minimizing the smells
they carried.
In washing the disciples' feet, Jesus
demonstrated theintrusiveness and
messiness of Christian living.These
were His followers,His friends. He
wasn't willing to let even the most
ordinary, acceptable filth be part of
them.He washed their feet—not out
of disgust, but out of love for them.

OFTEN, THIS STORY
IS TAUGHT AS A
SIMPLE STORY OF
HUMILITY. BUT
HUMILITY ISN'T THE
WHOLE STORY.
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He showed the willingness to take
up the towel and dealwith the mess
that sin and this fallen world have
wrought on our lives.And when He
finished, He issued a call:
"If I then,your Lordand Master,have
washed your feet; you also ought
to wash one another's feet" (John

This is the Taylor community in
action. We are more than a loose
collection of individuals studying
and working together.We care about
one another and take an active role
in each other's lives.

That first weekend,freshmen receive
their first Taylor towel,a reminder
to live in service to God and others,
13:14).
and theysign the Life Together Cov
The first Sunday evening of every enant (LTC),which outlines attitudes
school year,Taylor's student body and practices that promote living
gathers in Odle Gymnasium for All- out the towel.
Campus Communion. Freshmen
arrive to campus two days earlier, Taylor's community is not perfect.
move into their rooms, meet their It's made up of fallen people just like
roommates, unpack their stuff to every other community on earth.
But we share Christ in common
make Taylor home.
and we are devoted to growing in
That first weekend is a flurry of ac Him so that we can better love and
tivity—from meeting wing- and serve our neighbors—here and in
floor-mates for the first time,navi life beyond Taylor.
gating campus and the Dining Com
mons,and O-group (orientation) ses Believe it or not,community is not
sions, to soaking in the fact that this the goal.It is the by-product of living
like Jesus.A student can sign the LTC
is college and you are here.
and try to practicethe one anothers,
All-Campus Communion provides but without a heart for God,without
time and space to reflect. Music the indwelling of the Holy Spirit,
soars to the rafters as the student the one anothers are just empty mo
body joins together in worship.Odle tions that can play to human pride.
erupts in silence as students line A genuine heart for God is crucial to
up to take communion.Then, the make sure our actions aren't driven
freshmen are called to the gym floor. by self-interest.
The upperclassmen surround them
and pray over them.
As Christians, we are called to live
our lives before a watching world.
We are called to the sort of radical
"AS A NEW STUDENT, THAT FEELS
love that is willing to wash people's
REALLY COOL," SAID ASHLEY YOUNG
feet when we know they will betray
'16, "BECAUSE YOU HEAR ALL THESE
or deny us in the future. It is only
HORROR STORIES ABOUT COLLEGE
by Christ living in and through us
WHERE THE UPPERCLASSMEN WILL
that we can be transformed from a
SABOTAGE YOU."
community of the self-obsessed to
a community of the towel—where
we address the mess in each other
not out of disgust, but out of love.

One
Anothers
(from the
LTC)
BUILD UP: consciously strive to develop and
maintain relationships that support,encour
age, and empower one another,especially in
the Christian walk. (Romans 15:1-2)
MAKE ALLOWANCES: begracious and compas
sionate toward one another in our failures.
(Colossians 3:12-13)
CARE FOR: come alongside those experienc
ing difficulty and trials out of concern forone
another's wellbeing.(Galatians 6:2)
RESPECT: recognize the God-given worth
and dignity placed in every human being
and treat one another as image-bearers. (1
John 3:11-14)
SPEAK TRUTH IN LOVE: cast down idols of ac
ceptance and politeness to humbly proclaim
truth with the desire to build one another
up in the faith. (Ephesians 4:15)
RECONCILIATION, RESTORATION, RESTITU
TION: refuse towrite one another off; always
seek to bring healing to broken relationships.
(Matthew 5:23-24;18:15-17)
Read the LTC: taylor.edu/ltc

ONE FOR
THE BOOKS
E X T Austin Lindner'17

^ I L L U S T R A T I O N Adam Perry

CHANDLER BIRCH 14 HAS ALWAYS
BEEN A STORY JUNKIE. EVEN WHEN
HEWASATODDLER, HIS MOM WOULD
HOLD-BOOKS AND MOVIES HOSTAGETO
COERCE HIM INTO DOING HIS CHORES.

Now a published author of a fantasy Just a fewyearslater, Chandler was
novel to be released in paperback and right.
e-book in November 2016, Chandler's
identification as a story-addict still While studying professional
holds true.
writing and living in Gerig Hall,
Chandler honed his craft and began
The author made his way from his specializing in fantasy.
hometown of Westminster, Colo.,
to Taylor because of this passion "Fantasy's my home. Always has
for writing and storytelling.When been," he said. "Truthfully, I think
he was 13, his dad sent a few of I love fantasy because fantasy lets
his stories to Dr. Dennis Hensley, us remember what it's like to be
professor of professional writing children again."
at Taylor.
During hissenior year, Chandler en
Hensley was impressed with tered a student novel contest held
Chandler's work,quickly expressing by Simon451, a new imprint of the
a desire to meet him at a writing Simon & Schuster publishing com
conference in Colorado later that pany.At the time,hedidn't have any
year. After learning about Taylor's complete manuscripts, so he chal
writing program over lunch, lenged himself to scribble out a 50Chandler ended the meeting by page sampler in just 20 days.
firmly shaking the professor's hand
and saying,"Doctor Hensley,when After becoming a finalist in the
I'm old enough, I'm going to be in contest, Chandler had to finish
your program."

the book—writing about 600 pages
between April and Septemberall while graduating from Taylor,
moving to a new city, and getting
married.On September 22,Chandler
was informed that he won with his
fantasy novel, originally titled Ashes.

Whether his next project will take
place in a familiar fantasy world or
break into new territory,Chandler is
firm in his desire tocreate original
art and inspire other Christian art
ists to do the same.

"I'm very hopeful about where we're
Since graduating, Chandler has been going next,asChristian art-makers,"
revising and refining his book, cut he said."I think we have an oppor
ting the manuscript almost in half tunity to communicate truth in a
and reworking much of the story.
convincing, meaningful way if we
can get overour tribalhang-ups.But
The original agreement of the I don't think we'll do it by making
contest was just an e-book contract, more sequels to bad, indulgent
but the Simon451 staff read the Christian stories. I think we'll do it
manuscript last Christmasand liked by having the guts to think,create,
it so much they decided to publish and live by the truth."
it as a physical book.
Beside continuing to tweak his
novel, now titled The Facefaker'sGame,
Chandler currentlyworks as a pub
lications editor for the Association
of Christian Schools International.
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••CHAPEL WORSHIP

Jazmin Gomez '16and company lead
worship duringa chapel service last
spring. Three to four chapel bands
rotate throughout the year, providing
a variety of music and worshipstyles.

PHOTO BY ALEXA A D A M S ' 1 6

TREASURES f r o m the UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

A Midsummer Night's
Dream 1986
A CAST OF THEATRE STUDENTS PUT ON SHAKESPEARE'S CLASSIC COM
EDY—COMPLETE WITH LOVE POTIONS, A ZANY COMEDY TROUPE, AND
THE MISCHIEVOUS PUCK—IN THE LITTLE THEATRE (IN THE BUILDING
THAT NOW HOUSES THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE). STAGE ANTICS AND
SHENANIGANS BROKE LEADING LADY HELENA'S WRIST ON OPEN
ING NIGHT, WHILE AN EARLIER FALL ON THE ICE OUTSIDE BROKE
THESEUS' ANKLE.

"I see four men
wearing tights!5

IfPK
iff'Man, they're
* . Icramping our style."^

iBrought tears to
IMltK
{•&.
::the a u d i e n c e ' s e y e s | |
i | b y e a t i n g o n i o n s _o n
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y
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A NOTE FROM THE D RECTOR

Toby:
You are doingjust fine as Flute. He is a
good character for you. Keep him focused
on the situation and keep his mind actively
in the room. Glad to have you involved in
Taylor Theatre.
Have a great production.
Love
Ollie

_
LAST SPRING, A NEW CAST DIRECTED BY ONE OF OLLIE'S STUDENTS, TRACY MANNING '92, REHASHED THE CLASSICMINUS THE BROKEN BONES. LEARN MORE ABOUT TAYLOR THEATRE: TAYLOR.EDU/THEATRE

I
Don't know what you want to do with
your life? You're not alone. The Calling & Ca

reer Office (CCO) is dedicated to helping students find directic
direction—first in area of study at
Taylor, then in career path. All while keeping
you in tune to your calling as a Christ-follower.
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Many students start college unde
cided—and many who declare a
major end up changing it. CCO is here
to guide you through these decisions.
You can meet with CCO faculty to
talk through your skills and passions
and learn what area of study mayfit
you best.

No matter what you want to do, a
good first impression is essential. CCO
offers a number of events and services
to help you present yourself to poten
tial employers.
Professional Palooza-Headshots
for Linkedln profile. Resume review,
Mock interviews, Employer/graduate
school info

NETWORK

INTERNSHIPS

Building a career requires building

Experience is one of the most valuable
assets for your resume. CCO can help
you...

relationships with others in your field
ofinterest.
CCO helps students through:

Find
Apply

Job/Internship fairs
Connecting you with alumni in your

Interview

field

Intern

With hard work and diligence, you
should have the experience and con
nections to get your careerstarted.
Pro tip: Don't wait until senior year to
visit CCO.

Kuler
Science
Complex
^ T E X T Lindsay Robinson 'i6

Build satellites, study DNA, and
conduct other advanced scientific
work. Home to Taylor's physics,
engineering, computer science,
math, and biology programs, Euler
is 137,000 square feet designed
for the scientific method.

AUTONOMOUS
DRONE RESEARCH
Taylor's Drone Research
Program uses this empty
room to build and update
a fleet of research drones.
Because drones are not
allowed to fly on campus,
this open area (surrounded
by netting) provides a safe
space for computer science
& engineering students to
test the drones.

WHATYOU'LL
FIND IN THE
BUILDING
ENGINEERING
PROJECT SHOP
Build what you design (like the
satellites recently designed by
computer science& engineering
students and launched by NASA).
The shop has three sections:
PLASTICS

• 3D printer
• Laser engraver
• Universal Tester (tests the
strength of an object)
• Shake table (tests an object's
ability to handle pressure
through rapid shaking)

• Shop-drill
• Lathe
• Machinery for manufacturing
metal
WOODWORKING

• Drills
• Saws

LASER RESEARCH
AREA
This room can be completely
darkened for laser tests
and experiments. Tables
strategically placed around the
room allow you to set uplasers
and take precise measurements
for class projects or your own
research.

TISSUE CULTURE
LABORATORY
Complete with a flow-hood
to filter the air and pipets to
transfer or measure liquid,this
sterile spaceis used for biology
experiments like cell culture
(growing cells in carefully
controlled conditions).

COLD ROOMS 1&2
Two roomsessentially designed
as walk-in refrigerators house
cellular and molecular biology
experiments. The room is
temperature sensitive and stays
around 4 degrees Celsius.

CHEMISTRY LAB
Separate chemicalcompounds
and run experiments like a
professional.The labis equipped
with special ventilation,
temperature settings,
computers, and a flat screen
TV connected to a camera for
lab demonstrations.

Tr

STEP 1
SHARE YOUR BASIC
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION.

JJJLlrJU
IJJ 1JLI
ULlJEJl
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JJJ JAl

STEP 2

COMPLETE
APPLICATION

COMPILE A RESUME
OF ACTIVITIES
FROM NINTH TO
TWELFTH GRADE,
INCLUDING SCHOOL,
COMMUNITY,
CHURCH,
VOLUNTEER,
WORK, AND TRAVEL
EXPERIENCES.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
Request your college transcript(s) be
sent to Taylor

STEP 4
CHRISTIAN CHARACTER REFERENCE FROM A PASTOR,
MENTOR, LEADER OR ANY ADULT WHO CAN SPEAK OF
YOUR SPIRITUAL WALK TO FILL OUT THIS FORM. FAMILY
MEMBERS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO COMPLETE THIS FORM
ON YOUR BEHALF.

JiJLJUiJLlLta

STEP 5

STEP 3

REQUEST YOUR HIGH SCHOOL TRANSCRIPT BE

TELL US ABOUT YOU R^PERSONAL
RELATIONSHIP WJTH JESUS CHRIST. DO THIS

SENT TO TAYLOR.

ONE OF TWO WAYS:

Write/four story in 400-700 words and include

HAVE YOUR SAT/ACT SCORES SENT TO
TAYLOR. (YOU CAN SEND THE PDF OF YOUR

it yith your application.

ELECTRONIC SCORE REPORT.)

Share your story with your Admissions Counselor
in person or over the phone or through a video
uploaded to ZeeMee.Your counselor is here to help
you through the application process and advocate for
you for scholarship opportunities.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Submit TOEFL test scores and Affidavit
of Support

STUDENT-ATHLETES

Complete the Athletic Recruiting Form
at taylor.edu/athletic_interest

MUSICIANS

Complete the music interest form at
taylor.edu/music_interest

ItAIRTIME
J -4
Taylor Trojans play Butler Bull Jogs
^ in Hinkle Fieldhouse, the stadium
where the championship that in.Zipired the movie Hoos/erSTbok pflSef
The Bulldogs are coached by Chris
Holtmann, a 1994 Taylor graduate.
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Scott Oleson
FOCUS:

Meet Your
Counselor—
Our admissions team
is here to help you
navigate more than the
application process. We
want to meet you, listen
to how God is working in
your life, and learn your
passions and ideas for
your future. Most of our
admissions counselors
are Taylor alumni, and all
are closely connected to
the Taylor community.
They can provide a
unique and personal
perspective on life at
Taylor, as well as inform
you about programs and
opportunities that match
your interests.
Learn more about your
admissions counselor:
taylor.edu/findyourcounselor
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BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT & MARKETING
EDUCATION
SOCIAL SCIENCES
SCOTT.OLESON@TAYLOR.EDU

Steve Apple '14
FOCUS:

Diana Friend '14

MATH & SCIENCES

FOCUS:

STEVE_APPLE@TAYLOR.EDU

ARTS & COMMUNICATION
BIBLICAL & RELIGIOUS STUDIES
HUMANITIES
DIANA.FRIEND@TAYLOR.EDU

Nate Chu '05
FOCUS:
TRANSFER STUDENTS
NATHAN_CHU@TAYLOR.EDU

David Pfeifer '13
FOCUS:

,

PRE-MAJOR (UNDECIDED) STUDENTS
DAVID_PFEIFER@TAYLOR.EDU

,

^

DefCCk KaiTlWeSa 06

LcHITc! AriTIStrOflg TO

FOCUS:
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| T A Y L O R
U N I V E R S I T Y

236 West Reade Avenue
Upland, Indiana 46989

46989
BETHANY MAGEE
1393 S8TH ST
UPLAND IN 46989-9163

WE CAN TELL YOU,
OR YOU CAN JUST
COME SEE FOR
YOURSELF.
LOOK ON PAGE 12 FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO VISIT TAYLOR UNIVERSITY.

